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ENCLOSURE 

PART 1 
 

OBJECTIONS TO THE ENDORSEMENT OF INDUSTRY’S “INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT” 
PROCESS FOR CLOSE-OUT OF PRA PEER REVIEW FACTS & OBSERVATIONS 

(F&Os)/FINDINGS 
 
 
In the May 3, 2017, letter from Giitter and Ross-Lee (NRC) to Krueger (NEI), U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Acceptance on Nuclear Energy Institute Appendix X to Guidance 05-04, 
07-12 and 12-16, Close-Out of Facts and Observations (F&Os), the NRC endorses an industry 
“Independent Assessment” process for F&O/Findings closure (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML17079A427).  Referenced is the May 1, 2017, letter from Working Group 1 on PRA Technical 
Adequacy to Rosenberg (NRC), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff Expectations for an 
Industry Facts and Observations Independent Assessment Process, stating “… [T]he F&O 
independent assessment process … will obviate the need for an in-depth review by NRC 
reviewers.  Consequently, this closure process for F&Os is expected to provide for a focused and 
consistent risk-informed application process” (ADAMS Accession No. ML17121A271).  My 
objections to endorsing this as an alternative to the currently accepted, long-established process 
of F&O/Findings closure via PRA Peer Review, usually a “focused-scope” version if the review is 
to be limited to selected technical elements, follow. 
 
Attached is NEI’s Appendix X to documents 05-04, 07-12 and 12-16, cited in the above, where 
the new “independent assessment” (IA) process for closing out PRA Peer Review F&Os/Findings 
is presented ADAMS Accession No. ML17086A431).  It is given as an equivalent option to the 
current ASME/ANS PRA Standard sanctioned approach by which a licensee sponsors a follow-
on full- or focused-scope PRA peer review, by which all affected Supporting Requirements (SRs) 
within each affected High Level Requirement (HLR) of an affected Technical Element (TE) is re-
reviewed, not just individual SRs for which there are F&Os/Findings.  The focused-scope review 
not only provides for review of all F&Os/Findings which the licensee proposes to close-out, but 
also all potentially affected other SRs within the HLRs for which there are SRs with 
F&Os/Findings, as disposition of an SR with an F&O/Finding may affect other SRs for which there 
were no previous F&Os/Findings.  It provides for a comprehensive re-review of the affected 
portions of a PRA and is the currently accepted only means by which a licensee can formally 
close out F&Os/Findings from the applicable PRA peer review so as to be exempt from having to 
submit their dispositions for these F&Os/findings to the NRC with each risk-informed application.  
This practice has been accepted since the first version of the ASME/ANS PRA Standard was 
issued and has met with no difficulties.  Therefore, one must ask why even propose another 
method that not only “relaxes” the level of scrutiny for the accepted approach but also sanctions 
it as an equivalent to the current method insofar as licensees receive the same exemption from 
having to submit dispositions for F&Os/Findings not closed out by the formal focused-scope 
process.  The attachment, which presents the industry approach, does not even address the 
reason for proposing this relaxation, suggesting it does not have a technical basis but a political 
one, enabling the licensee to perform what amounts to a reduced focused-scope review and yet 
achieve the same desired goal of avoiding NRC scrutiny.  This was the intent from the start of this 
whole proposal. 
 
In the attachment, I have marked up the sections which clearly indicate the “relaxation” that would 
be achieved by the industry through NRC’s endorsement of this process.  In fact, Section X.1.3 
specifically acknowledges this relaxation by stating that “An independent assessment is 
conducted in a manner similar to a peer review as outlined in the body of this guidance document, 
but with a scope limited to evaluating the closure of F&Os identified by the host utility, and without 
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intention of issuance of new F&Os.”  Not only are potentially affected SRs within an affected HLR 
not re-reviewed, but new F&Os/Findings are not issued even for the ones being reviewed (at best, 
they remain “open”).  And, while further on the option for the IA team to expand its review to match 
the scope of a focused-scope review is acknowledged, what is not recognized is that this potential 
for expansion to a focused-scope review is reduced because the independent assessment is 
limited only to SRs for which F&Os/Findings exist, unlike the focused-scope review which reopens 
all the SRs within the HLR to re-review, not just those with F&Os/Findings.  Finally, Section X.2 
states that “Once an F&O is closed out, the utility is not required to present and explain them in 
peer reviews, NRC submittals or other requests excluding NRC audits. Additionally, closed-out 
F&Os are considered irrelevant to the current PRA model.”  Previously, this exemption applied 
only to F&Os/Findings closed out by a focused-scope peer review.  However, now this exemption 
is extended to ones closed out by the IA.  This gives the IA the same weight as a focused-scope 
peer review in terms of the licensee avoiding the need to submit their dispositions to the NRC for 
review in an application.  This is clearly a relaxation and falls short of the confidence provided by 
a focused-scope review because only selected SRs, i.e., those with F&Os/Findings, not all the 
SRs within the affected High Level Requirement, are re-reviewed. 
 
In summary, the current process of requiring a follow-on PRA peer review, usually focused-scope, 
to formally close out applicable previous peer review F&Os/Findings has worked effectively since 
the start of the peer review process in conjunction with the ASME/ANS PRA Standard and RG 
1.200 (latest applicable revision) endorsing the Standard and its processes.  No basis, other than 
convenience and an attempt to limit the freedom of the NRC staff in its reviews of risk-informed 
applications and generation of RAIs, exists for relaxing this process.  NRC’s endorsement of this 
IA approach reduces the technical confidence that the staff can extend to PRAs used as the bases 
for risk-informed applications without any justification other than possible political expediency.  
Colloquially – “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it!” 
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PART 2 
 

HISTORY OF MY PROPOSAL FOR NRC CLOSE-OUT OF PRA PEER REVIEW FINDING 
DISPOSITONS 

 
I came to the NRC with significant experience and expertise in PRA Peer Reviews, possibly as 
much if not more than any other staff member.  While at Ginna, I had participated in the required 
three Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) PRA Peer Reviews, being the only full-time Ginna 
PRA staff member, for Byron/Braidwood, Indian Point, and Point Beach in order to qualify Ginna 
for a reciprocal peer review by the WOG, which I hosted.  For participating in these three WOG 
PRA Peer Reviews and hosting my own, I received the WOG “Iron Man” Award, limited only to 
peer reviewers who accomplished all four of these.  This expertise was recognized when I 
included in my new NRC training course for staff members on PRA a module for Peer Reviews, 
based on my experience at Ginna and ultimately taught multiple times to different NRC staff over 
the first several years of my employment.1  At NRC, I observed two additional Peer Reviews, a 
piloting of the then ANS Fire PRA Standard at Diablo Canyon and the second of three full-scope 
Fire PRA Peer Reviews at Palisades, as well as participated as a peer reviewer on the two “staff 
reviews” (NRC versions of Peer Reviews) for the two NFPA-805 pilot plants – Harris and Oconee.  
Thus I can claim participation in eight distinct PRA Peer Review exercises, including the hosting 
of one. 
 
In June 2014, the NRC formed a “PRA Technical Adequacy Working Group,” that included, 
among its several objectives, to “Improve [the] Process for Documentation and Closure of Peer 
Review Facts and Observations (F&Os [also known as ‘Findings’]).”  While for some inexplicable 
reason I was not asked to be a member of this group, I was asked by the then chair to develop a 
process by which the NRC could establish a “regulatory” footprint to accomplish this objective.  I 
completed this along with a request to critique other close-out options being proposed by this 
group and issued my report in August (see Appendix 2).  This completed my work with the group, 
but unfortunately, my effort went unrecognized when the chair chose not to share with the rest of 
the group, let alone internally with other NRC staff.  Allegedly the reasons for this are as follows. 
 
At a subsequent meeting of the RISC, the chair and nuclear industry first proposed that the 
industry alone perform an independent close-out of PRA Peer Review Finding dispositions, 
although NRC upper management expressed concern because this might prevent the staff from 
seeing how licensees had addressed the Findings.  The Working Group (WG) chair subsequently 
modified this to incorporate as part of a “combined approach.”  At no time was my proposal 
shared.  Additional recommendations by members of the WG were not initially shared by the 
chair; but subsequently, at the behest of NRC upper management, these were circulated.  
However, again there was no mention of my proposal.  The WG chair and certain industry 
representatives preferred an approach to allow independent F&O close out solely by the industry 
and prohibit RAIs on closed out F&Os.  This would be endorsed in Revision 3 to RG 1.200, thus 
establishing a position by which to preclude NRC issuing RAIs.  Additionally, this option would 
permit licensees to have “new methods” approved via peer review, although this could preclude 
NRC from learning about these.  (To alleviate concerns about not asking RAIs, NRC could perform 
audits, but not for routine reviews if there was no risk significant issues.  Since no issues would 
be reported and no RAIs issued, this option would appear to be ineffective.) 
 
                                                
1  The most recent version, minus attachments and handouts, is included as Appendix 1, which is an 

update from my original module to include changes that occurred subsequently.  This updated module 
was included as part of the “Grow Your Own (GYO) PRA Expert” training developed by NRR. 
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Learning that no mention of my proposed close-out approach was being aired, I delivered a 
presentation to NRC’s internal Risk Management Team meeting in February 2015 (see Appendix 
3).  NRC upper management learned of my approach and requested a copy of the presentation, 
which I provided.  After promising to circulate this to the relevant Division Director and Branch 
Chief, there was no subsequent response, so my approach remained in the “limbo” it had been 
from the start.  Subsequently the WG chair left the NRC and was replaced by the current chair, 
whom I contacted and informed of my proposal and my desire that it receive publicity, at least 
internally. 
 
In June 2015, the industry contingent of the WG submitted an expanded version of the original 
“Recommendations” document, which included among its Objectives to “Improve [the] Process 
for Documentation and Closure of Peer Review F&Os.”  Among the options suggested was an 
“NRC Review and Close-out,” coincidentally an independent suggestion similar, at least at a 
conceptual level, to my much more detailed proposal.  The NRC responded to the industry’s June 
2015 “white paper” in January 2016, citing an intent to only pursue a “Hybrid Approach” to close-
out PRA Peer Review Finding dispositions.  While citing the possibility of exploring the NRC 
Close-out option, this has never been exercised as industry, with NRC concurrence, has piloted 
only an industry-independent close-out process (limiting any NRC participation to an observer 
role). 
 
As I learned of the progress being made with this one and only approach, while my proposal 
continued to be hidden, I indicated the possibility of submitting a DPO if the industry process was 
endorsed without my approach ever being revealed.  This prompted the WG to consider my 
proposal at an April 2016 meeting, committing to at least reveal its existence at the next public 
meeting, if not the details.  As I continued to monitor these meetings, I noted failure to fulfill the 
commitment to air my proposal, so I again met with the WG in September to confirm the 
commitment.  At that time, it was agreed that at least a “high-level” version of my proposal would 
be presented, with a link to the industry’s identification of an NRC Close-out as an option in their 
white paper (although I had developed my version independently and almost a year prior to their 
citation).  This was accomplished at the end of November with a presentation (see Appendix 4) 
first to a limited set of participants from the WG that included industry representatives, then to the 
NRC Risk-Informed Steering Committee (RISC) members.2 
 
Neither reception was favorable (the industry reception is included in Appendix 4), with the RISC 
noting that, relative to the independent industry approach, the expenditure of resources would be 
excessive.  However, I rebutted this by reminding them that, unless the NRC was willing to accept 
the industry close-out as a definitive regulatory footprint, effectively a “trust and sporadically verify” 
process, licensees would need to continue to submit their Finding dispositions with each risk-
informed submittal, unlike what would transpire under my approach or the current use of a 
Focused Scope PRA Peer Review as dictated by RG 1.200. Rev. 2, and the ASME/ANS PRA 
Standard.  Thus, the alleged expenditure of less resources under the industry approach is a false 
façade relative to mine, where some initial extra expenditure up front (to participate in the initial 
Peer Review and perform the Finding disposition close-out once and only once) could lead to an 
overall substantial savings, not to mention the establishment of a definitive “regulatory footprint.”  
A discussion of the expenditure for my proposal follows:3 
                                                
2  The first presentation did not include the material in red, as this was added after evaluating the industry 

response as additional information to the NRC RISC members at the second meeting. 
3  I was supposed to provide this to the NRC RISC at a subsequent meeting, but the WG chair never 

pursued this and effectively terminated any further discussion of my proposal.  
(From 12/01/2016 e/mail to me from WG chair Re: staff position on FO  in RG 1 200 12-1-16 no tracked changes.docx - “The 
RISC steering committee provided explicit direction to estimate the resources of your NRC close-out process.  Please work that 
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There would be a BC/TL + 3-5  full- or near-full-time staff, all 15s (or very senior 14s) since 
they would be drawn from our most experienced people, who have participated in peer 
reviews, likely in former jobs (in a pinch, senior NRC staffers who have observed several 
peer reviews could be used).  I’m a prime example, having participated in three peer 
reviews for other utilities while at Ginna (the then requirement for a utility to receive its 
own peer review), then sponsored Ginna’s peer review.  At NRC, I have also been an 
observer at the Diablo Canyon pilot Fire PRA peer review, the two “staff reviews” for the 
two 805 pilots, and the second of three full-scope Fire PRA peer reviews for Palisades. 
 
Here’s a summary from my presentation: 
 
• NRC creates a “Peer Review Group” (PRG) 

– Dedicated team within a branch, with Team Leader (TL) 
– Branch unto itself with Branch Chief (BC) 

• Each member, including TL/BC, meets requirements, as endorsed by RG 1.200 (latest 
revision), of Section 1-6.2, “Peer Review Team Composition and Personnel 
Qualifications,” of ASME/ANS PRA Standard (latest revision) 

• Each member, including TL/BC, capable of serving as an Industry Peer Review Team 
(IPRT) Leader of full- or focused-scope reviews [(s)he would not actually fulfill this role, 
it being left to industry, but having that capability is essential] 

• At each peer review, two (but not more than three) PRG staff participate directly as 
“advisors” in all phases of a full-scope review (one, but not more than two, for focused 
scope) [this could be “relaxed” to observer roles] 

                                                
aspect ...”  From 12/07/2016 follow-on e/mail from me: “If the industry review limits itself only to the Findings and bypasses other 
HLRs/SRs that would be covered in a focused scope peer review, it may miss 'recommending’ a focused scope peer review 
when one is necessary.  No matter how you slice it, the industry method relaxes the requirements and comprehensiveness of 
the focused scope peer review.  And, again my question – if the focused scope peer review process wasn’t broken, why ‘fix’ it?  
Where is the so-called ‘regulatory footprint’ when industry, not the regulator, closes out the Findings?  One could argue it isn’t 
even there with a focused scope peer review, which is why NRC needs to have a definitive role in the peer reviews and close 
out, not a ‘trust and sometimes verify’ as it currently does or will under this new process.  NRC gave the industry free rein when 
it allowed it to handle the peer reviews exclusively, but that was prior to any plan to ‘risk inform’ the regulatory process to the 
extent now done.  Once the peer reviews became an integral part of this process, NRC needed to take a much more prominent 
role in them.  The original intent of the peer review was to improve plant PRAs, and it has been highly successful in that role.  
But once that intent expanded into integration with submittals, etc., the NRC responsibility to participate directly in the process 
became essential.  We have abdicated this responsibility, if not totally, at least to too large an extent given the role of the peer 
review now in regulatory processes.”  From 12/01/2016 e/mail to me from WG chair: “The industry independent assessment F&O 
closure process is not a substitute for a focused scope PRA.  What they are trying to do, though, is, if the F&O closure team 
determines during the course of their closure review that a focused scope peer review is necessary, they would perform the 
focused scope peer review during the same time period and with the same people as the closure team.  Therefore, new F&Os 
may be generated by the focused scope peer review.  These new F&Os would remain ‘on the books’ and would not be closed 
out by the closure team.  I do not want to start an e-mail campaign on this so if you have any questions, please see me or Steve 
Dinsmore.”  From 12/07/2016 e/mail from me to WG: “Focused scope peer reviews are not only used for PRA upgrades, but are 
used to close-out Finding dispositions (thereby exempting the licensee from having to submit the dispositions in an application, 
unlike what they have to do if they close out themselves) and, unlike, this industry process, focus on at least the relevant HLRs 
within the entire Technical Element, not just limited to the Findings.  New Findings are allowed as well.  Industry’s version is a 
watered-down approach and at least a partial abdication of our responsibility, depending upon how much of the Findings we 
exempt from further NRC scrutiny.  Steve West’s observation on my approach ignored the substantial savings that would accrue 
by NRC closing these out once and for all, with no reliance on trusting the industry, eliminating the need to re-review with each 
application because NRC would have the confidence in itself that it closed these out properly.  We can never have that same 
level of confidence with the industry, no matter how often we sit in on their exercises (and who knows what will go on when we’re 
not there).  While we originally abdicated our responsibility to a large extent by granting the industry full control over the peer 
review process (a mistake in my opinion if we planned to use peer reviews in regulatory processes – when originally conceived 
these were not part of regulation, so leaving to industry was a viable option back then, since the only purpose was to improve 
the PRAs [peer reviews pre-dated the Standard and actually drove it]), at least the current focused scope process forces a more 
thorough review.  I repeat – the focused-scope peer review process wasn’t broken – why the need to ‘fix,’ other than to continue 
to weaken our role in regulation at the industry’s behest.  The more we incorporate risk into the regulatory process, the more we 
remove ourselves from the process and turn it over to industry.  This is counter-productive and contrary to our role as a 
regulatory/overseer.  I will consider a possible DPO if we endorse the industry process as a substitute for the focused-scope peer 
review.”) 
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• “Cradle to grave” participation per peer review for each assigned staff member 
– Even TL/BC would perform advisor duty on a limited but regular schedule to keep 

“current”  
– Always one “lead advisor” per review from PRG staff 

 
The PRG could also take responsibility for NRC’s role in monitoring/developing/etc., the 
ASME/ANS PRA Standard and interfacing with RES on RG 1.200 revisions, NUREG-1855 
(Uncertainty), etc., not unlike what I have been doing.  Also, as PRA experts, they could 
sit on PRA-function-related committees/panels, such as the ones being proposed. 
 
Though not proposed, my PRG could assume the role currently being played by the 
industry independent reviewers, although the idea of a one-time, close-all audit would 
have to be modified.  I envision an RAI-type process, with an optional audit as needed if 
interacting directly with the licensee and its PRA is essential.  The assumed timing is 
below. 
 
• Licensee Initial Response, with Schedule 

– Traditional role of IPRT ends with final report [Industry Peer Review Team] 
– Within three months of receipt, licensee submits schedule to resolve and close 

F&Os, etc., to NRC 
• Majority to be closed within one year; minority in two years 

– Extreme exceptions could allow for a third year 
– Formal acceptance of the licensee schedule with PRG TL/BC sign-off constitutes 

next footprint 
 
Clearly, this does NOT offer a resource savings over the industry method if our intent is to 
accept the industry close-out as the final word and exempt licensees from submitting their 
Findings/Dispositions with future applications.  But, if we do not give industry that bone 
(which I would not, which is one of the reasons why I developed my proposal originally), 
then the savings is potentially substantial, since the RAI/response process that 
accompanies any one application can be completed only once (and for all) early on and 
never have to be repeated with any future applications (except for those minor deviations 
such as delta-risk differences from the base PRA peer review, which not even the industry 
process would eliminate).  The added expenditure up front to participate in the Peer 
Review would be more than offset once a licensee were to submit a second application 
that would be exempt from the current RAI/response process. 

 
Finally, I would like to close by reiterating my credentials as one of NRC’s leading, if not the 
leading, expert on PRA Peer Reviews and Finding dispositions.  My exclusion from the beginning 
from this WG remains incomprehensible4 along with the long delay in at least circulating the 
proposal that this group solicited.  While finally achieving this publicity, it has occurred so late in 
the game that it is not surprising that it received such a negative reception.  So much water has 
already passed under the bridge with the industry approach that even reconsidering that in lieu of 
another appears untenable to both the industry and NRC members of the RISC.  As a final note, 
I reference Appendix 5 as a demonstration of my acknowledged expertise in reviewing PRA Peer 
Review Finding dispositions, as this constitutes a presentation I was requested to develop as part 
of the training modules for the GYO program.  Excerpts from this have already been used at other 
NRC public meetings on related topics.  
                                                
4  It may be more than coincidental that I had filed a DPO (2014-001) against my Branch Chief, who 

also happened to be the chair of the WG, prior to the start of this activity. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

Current problems related to close-out and subsequent use of Facts & Observations (F&Os), 
Findings and Suggestions for risk-informed applications:5 
 

1. Risk-informed submittals typically include only summaries of the F&Os, etc., including only 
summaries of the actual dispositions for close-out.  This material may be insufficient to 
ascertain whether the close-out claimed to address the concerns specific to the risk-
informed application is appropriate.  Proposed Solution:  Include full Peer Review report 
and licensee documentation of close-out with details in support of (e.g., via share-point) 
or on the docketed record. 

2. Currency of F&Os, etc., and their dispositions can be confusing if the licensee has 
participated in multiple peer reviews, both full- and focused-scope, on multiple versions of 
the PRA model.  Earlier F&Os, etc., and their dispositions may no longer apply to the 
current model and are essentially sunset.  F&Os, etc., and dispositions from focused-
scope reviews may pre-empt those from more recent full-scope reviews as well.  Proposed 
solution:  Licensee establishes “living record” for all F&Os, etc., and their dispositions that 
clearly indicates which remain currently applicable to the latest PRA model of record that 
is relevant to the specific risk-informed application.  As with above, this is provided by the 
licensee in support of (e.g., via share-point) or on the docketed record. 

3. Quality of more recent peer reviews, especially for other than internal events, may be 
questionable, e.g., due to incomplete nature of the PRA at the time of the review, 
methodological uncertainty/volatility at the time of the review, or limited expertise of the 
review team due to limitation on available review personnel for non-internal events 
hazards.  Proposed solution:  Industry (e.g., via INPO) and/or NRC establishes dedicated 
reviewers to serve repeatedly on multiple teams, not unlike the practice by the Owners 
Groups in the late 1990s and early 2000s when the first wave of full-scope, internal events 
peer reviews were being completed. 

4. As a subset of (3), the limitation on available experts from the industry to serve repeatedly 
as peer reviewers, especially for the non-internal events reviews, remains to be alleviated.  
While new staff develop the skills to serve in this capacity, the more experienced staff may 
be retiring or leaving the nuclear arena, such that the overall total of experts remains static 
and still insufficient.  Proposed solution:  Use NRC staff to supplement the peer review 
teams in roles as actual reviewers, not just observers. 

5. Dispositions of F&Os, etc., as “documentation only” are often overused, especially when 
the concern may have been the unavailability of the required material, at least in some 
preliminary form, for the team to review.  The fact that the F&O, etc., cites lack of 
documentation does not necessarily imply that the concern was reviewed and found to be 
solved, with only the lack of formal documentation remaining.  Proposed solution:  Peer 
review teams need to be very precise when citing an F&O, etc., as “documentation only,” 

                                                
5  All three terms are used interchangeably to account for the various vintages of peer reviews, some of 

which where the latter were subsets of the former, which also included classifications from “A” 
through “D.” 
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such that a similar disposition by the licensee will be less likely to be questioned by a 
subsequent reviewer. 

 
Close-out options in increasing order of NRC involvement: 
 

1. Close-out via Original Peer Review Team.  Licensee identifies implementation of the 
proposed resolutions to the peer review F&Os, etc., to the original peer review team (at 
least half of the original reviewers, including the team leader).  Peer review team 
determines if the proposed resolution resolves the original F&Os, etc.  Licensee may 
identify proposed resolutions during the actual performance of the peer review, but the 
peer review team needs to review implementation of the proposed resolution to close-out 
the F&O, etc. 

a. PROs:  This ensures that the staff most knowledgeable about the F&Os, etc., 
passes final judgment on the dispositions.  It ensures continuity. 

b. CONs:  Since close-out even of a non-majority portion of the F&Os, etc., may 
require considerable time, even re-assembling half of the original team, especially 
with the team leader, may quickly become prohibitive.  It also does not necessarily 
“obviate the need” for NRC staff review during the risk-informed review process, 
although this can be somewhat alleviated by adhering to the proposed solution to 
problem (1) above. 

c. DOCUMENTATION:  A combination of the proposed solutions to problems (1) and 
(2) above should serve as sufficient documentation for close-out. 
 

2. Close-out via New Peer Review (Re-review).6  As the currently accepted method, this 
process has not been formally applied, but rather on a piecemeal basis usually through 
the use of focused-scope reviews of selected elements which remained unresolved over 
a significant period of time.  Licensee has a new peer review performed (full-scope if many 
elements were unresolved or resolution required a number of “upgrades;” otherwise 
focused-scope) that includes consideration of previous F&Os, etc., and the licensee’s 
implementation of their proposed resolutions.  Original F&Os, etc., are sunset and 
replaced by any new ones from the peer review.  While this currently is at the discretion 
of the licensee, it could be implemented on a periodic basis (e.g., every 10 years or after 
a significant number of PRA “upgrades” which would render a focused-scope review as 
more efficiently conducted as a full-scope one) to ensure all PRAs across the industry are 
maintained up-to-date, especially as the use and scope of PRAs expand. 

a. PROs:  Unlike option (1), this is not a “one-time” shot, but establishes a formal 
process that encourages PRAs to be kept relatively contemporary as methods, 
plant configurations, etc., evolve.  Given the need for periodic review over the 
entire industry, this would provide justification for establishing the “dedicated” 
review staff proposed as a solution to problem (3). 

b. CONs:  Much more so than with option (1), the ability to re-assemble even one 
member from the earlier peer reviews would be seriously challenged.  While this 

                                                
6  In terms of NRC involvement, this option is the same as option (1). 
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might not be a negative if the re-review is full-scope, it could be for focused-scope 
reviews where the innate knowledge of the issues which generated the F&Os, etc., 
is lost without participation by the original reviewers.  Also, the ability to establish 
a dedicated review staff to support this may require somewhat prohibitive staff 
commitments among both licensees and contractors.  Finally, as with option (1), 
this does not necessarily “obviate the need” for NRC staff review during the risk-
informed review process, although this can again be somewhat alleviated by 
adhering to the proposed solution to problem (1) above. 

c. DOCUMENTATION:  As with option (1), a combination of the proposed solutions 
to problems (1) and (2) above should serve as sufficient documentation for close-
out. 
 

3. NRC Review Close-out.7  As discussed as proposed solutions to problems (1) and (2), 
licensee submits information to NRC identifying the implementation of their proposed 
resolution of F&Os, etc., but independent from any specific risk-informed application.  NRC 
determines if the proposed resolution resolves the original F&Os, etc., or if additional 
information/action is needed.  Note that this could/should be performed in conjunction with 
option (1) or (2), either iteratively or after the fact.  If done so, this could be considered a 
“hybrid approach” which does not reduce the level of industry participation, but adds on a 
potentially significant amount on the part of the NRC. 

a. PROs:  Given a “preliminary” NRC “blessing” prior to an actual risk-informed 
application being submitted, this approach should noticeably, if not significantly, 
“obviate the need” for NRC staff review during the actual review of the application.  
While this could not be eliminated altogether, since not all potential applications of 
the PRA can be foreseen during the “generic” close-out, at least “routine” issues 
common to most applications could be bypassed as having already been resolved 
and reviewed as acceptable to the NRC staff. 

b. CONs:  If employed as a “hybrid” with option (1) or (2), the same CONs identified 
for each would remain.  Additional burden would be placed on the NRC staff in 
advance to any actual risk-informed application, which may never materialize, and, 
as such, the NRC effort could be viewed as “wasted.”  To some extent, this could 
be minimized by adopting the proposed solution to problem (4), as there would be 
available NRC staff cognizant of the intricacies from the peer review who could 
expedite the NRC review process and “blessing.” 

c. DOCUMENTATION:  A formal close-out “safety evaluation” could be issued by the 
NRC, supplementary to the proposed solution to option (1) or (2) for a “hybrid” 
approach, or as an independent report.  This would establish a “referenceable 
regulatory footprint” to expedite future reviews for specific applications. 

  

                                                
7  A very formalized approach to accomplishing this option is offered in the Attachment.  As such, it 

would constitute the maximum involvement on the part of the NRC, with the advantage of maximizing 
the extent to which the need for subsequent staff review during the application phase could be 
“obviated.”  It also would establish the firmest “regulatory footprint” possible. 
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Attachment 
 

Establishing a “Regulatory” Footprint to Document and Close Licensee Resolutions to 
Peer Review Facts & Observations, Findings and Suggestions 

 
The proposal below assumes that the current peer review process is retained, but with 
enhancements.  It is recognized that another approach would be restructuring the entire process 
itself, but I will not address that possibility here, although ultimately that may prove to be the best 
path forward.  My proposal will assume that the NRC creates what I will term a Peer Review 
Group (PRG), which would be a dedicated team as part of a branch, or an actual branch unto 
itself, comprised of three or four staff with either a Team Leader (TL) or Branch Chief (BC).  While 
such a group is not necessary for the proposal below, it would greatly streamline and standardize 
the enhancements I am proposing and should be given serious consideration. 
 
NRC Peer Review Group 
 
Each PRG staff member, including the TL/BC, will meet the requirements of the latest endorsed 
(via RG 1.200, latest version) ASME/ANS PRA Standard, Section 1-6.2, “Peer Review Team 
Composition and Personnel Qualifications,” as well as the peer reviewer requirements of any 
NRC-endorsed (via RG 1.200, latest version) latest version of industry guidance, e.g., NEI 05-04 
for internal events or NEI 07-12 for fires.  The expectation is that the staff members, including the 
TL/BC, of the PRG could serve as the Industry Peer Reviewer Team (IPRT) Leaders themselves 
on both full-scope and focused-scope peer reviews.  At least two such “qualified” NRC staff 
members (but no more than three), with the lead from the PRG itself, would participate directly in 
a full-scope industry peer review as “advisors,” a role much more interactive than that of an 
“observer.”  As an advisor, the NRC staff member would participate in all phases of the peer 
review, including the selection of the IPRT with NRC advisors, pre-onsite review of any licensee-
provided material, attendance at any pre-onsite IPRT meetings, total week participation in the 
onsite peer review itself, and any and all post-peer review activities, including the draft and final 
peer review report and ultimate closure of Facts & Observations (F&Os),8 Findings and 
Suggestions with the licensee.  For focused-scope peer reviews, at least one NRC staff advisor 
(but no more than two) from the PRG would participate to the commensurate extent. 
 
For the full-scope peer review, the second NRC staff advisor need not be from the PRG, but could 
be drawn from anywhere within the NRC itself, including, e.g., Senior Risk Analysts from the 
Regions, or NRC contractors.  However, this second advisor would have to meet the same 
requirements expected of the PRG advisor, other than being capable of being the IPRT Leader 
him/herself.  If an additional advisor is assigned to either a full- or focused-scope peer review, 
(s)he would meet the same requirements as the second NRC staff advisor (non-PRG) for the full-
scope peer review.  Within the PRG itself, it is expected that the staff, including the TL/BC have 
diverse expertise among the various review elements of a peer review, both for internal and 

                                                
8  While the terms “Findings” and “Suggestions” are now preferred, the use of the former term F&O, which 

include Findings and Suggestions ranging from levels A (most important) to D (least), is retained since 
the pedigrees of licensee peer reviews vary widely. 
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external events.  The intent is not to duplicate the expertise of the IPRT over all the elements, 
although such should be possible and desirable for a limited focused-scope peer review, but 
among the assigned advisors to cover as much as possible of the peer review elements.  Where 
the additional advisor is needed to accomplish this, (s)he should be added. 
 
If this dedicated PRG is created, it would be expected that participation from “cradle” to “grave” 
on peer reviews would comprise most of the work load for each staff member.  Even the TL/BC 
would be expected to perform advisor duty on a reduced but regular schedule to keep current 
with the process.  The PRG would also be directly involved in activities related to the peer review 
process, including the ASME/ANS PRA Standard and any industry guidance supporting the peer 
review process. 
 
What follows, while written under the assumption of the existence of the NRC PRG, can still be 
achieved without the creation of such a group.  The roles of lead advisor, etc., would still need to 
be filled by NRC staff members meeting the requirements stated above for a PRG staff member, 
with any second (or third) advisors9 meeting the same requirements, other than the need to be 
capable to lead an IPRT him/herself.  However, without a PRG TL/BC, the NRC would have to 
determine the representative managerial staff with approval responsibility on all documentation 
proposed below.  Implicit is that the Peer Review Report no longer resides as a proprietary 
document with the licensee, but as a public document (with appropriate redactions for safeguards, 
security and proprietary concerns), docketed with the NRC.  As the various “regulatory” footprints 
discussed below are issued, they become part of this docketed peer review package. 
 
Selection of the Industry Peer Review Team with NRC Advisors 
 
This initial aspect of the peer review process would proceed as always, but now with the additional 
need not only to include one or more NRC advisors, but also the need for all three involved 
entities, the licensee, the IPRT and the NRC PRG, to approve the composition of the expanded 
team.  The licensee would add to its approval document for the IPRT its approval of the NRC 
advisors.  The IPRT Leader would do likewise.  The NRC PRG TL/BC would document his/her 
approval of the IPRT itself.  Inclusion of these documented approvals in the Peer Review Report, 
along with the corresponding resumes, would constitute the first “regulatory” footprint in this 
enhanced process.  This would need to be done for each peer review, either full- or focused-
scope.  However, to streamline this process, various IPRT reviewers and NRC advisors need only 
be “approved” once, such that their repeat participation in other peer reviews could reference any 
pre-existing approvals.  That is, documentation of the basis for approving a reviewer or advisor 
need only be provided for new participants at their first time. 
 
Pre-Onsite Review of Licensee-Provided Material 
 
To the extent the licensee provides the IPRT with any material prior to the onsite peer review, this 
material should be shared with the NRC advisors.  While the smaller number of advisors 

                                                
9  NRC contractors would still be acceptable in this role. 
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compared to reviewers would limit the extent to which they could review the material, at least a 
“high-level” review would be expected in preparation for the onsite review itself.  Any insights 
would be mutually shared between the IPRT and NRC advisors prior to the onsite review.  No 
formal documentation is envisioned for this activity. 
 
Onsite Peer Review and Issuance of Draft Peer Review Report 
 
This week-long activity (for a full-scope review; presumably shorter for a focused-scope review) 
often starts with a “kick-off” meeting of the IPRT prior to the first day onsite with the licensee.  The 
NRC advisors would attend this meeting.  During the peer review week (or shorter, if a focused-
scope review), the NRC advisors, individually or collectively, would attend all IPRT group sessions 
and selected sub-group sessions on particular review elements at their discretion (individual 
participation would be preferred as it enables more widespread coverage), or as requested by the 
IPRT.  The IPRT Leader would determine if the NRC advisors should engage the licensee directly 
during presentations and question and answer sessions, or through one or more of the IPRT 
members.  However, the NRC advisors would remain through all deliberations and interact freely 
with the IPRT reviewers.  However, conclusions on F&Os, Findings and Suggestions, as well as 
grades for PRA Standard Supporting Requirements (SRs), would remain within the purview of 
the IPRT.  At the end of the week, when the IPRT provides the licensee with a draft of the Peer 
Review Report (or something less extensive if for a focused-scope review), the NRC lead advisor 
would provide the NRC’s perspective as part of the draft report, including any preliminary dissents 
on F&Os, Findings, Suggestions, or grade assignments (this could include different F&Os, 
Findings or Suggestions as well).  This would constitute a draft of the next regulatory footprint, to 
be finalized with the issuance of the Final Peer Review Report. 
 
Preparation and Issuance of the Final Peer Review Report 
 
Following the completion of the onsite review and issuance of the draft report, the IPRT Leader 
prepares the final Peer Review Report, resolving to the extent possible any disagreements within 
the team itself or between the team and the licensee.  The time period varies, depending on the 
extent of the need for resolution and the availability of the team members, but typically is no more 
than a few months.  Added to this phase would now be resolution of any dissents cited by the 
NRC advisors as well as interchange with the NRC advisors on any resolutions among the IPRT 
members themselves or between the IPRT and the licensee.  Prior to issuance of the final report, 
the NRC lead advisor would finalize the NRC perspective, presumably an update of the draft 
provided with the draft report, including any dissents that still remain or new ones that evolve as 
a result of post-review interchange.  These would be documented as part of the final report, with 
formal sign-off by the PRG TL/BC, thereby establishing the next regulatory footprint in the 
process.  The IPRT Leader retains the right to include any rebuttal of the NRC perspective as part 
of the final report. 
 
Licensee Initial Response, with Schedule for Resolution and Closure 
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Traditionally, the role of the IPRT ends with the issuance of the final Peer Review Report.  The 
licensee then assumes full responsibility for resolving and closing F&Os, Findings and 
Suggestions, or justifying any changes to grades for SRs.  Typically these are not subjected to 
independent, outside review unless the licensee so chooses through a focused-scope peer 
review.  Ultimately, they are scrutinized by the NRC should the licensee submit a risk-informed 
application for which they are relevant.  I propose the following enhancement to the resolution 
and closure process, assuming the IPRT will not likely be easily reconstituted as time passes after 
issuance of the final Peer Review Report. 
 
Within three months of formal receipt of the final report, the licensee shall submit to the NRC its 
proposed schedule for resolving and closing the F&Os, Findings and Suggestions from the peer 
review.  The majority should be scheduled for closure within one year of approval of the schedule 
by the NRC, with any remaining closed within two years.  Only in extreme circumstances should 
an additional (but never more than one) year be allowed, and this strictly on a case-by-case basis 
with firm justification acceptable to the NRC.  Upon receipt of the licensee proposal, the NRC 
reviews, resolves any differences with the licensee, and then issues a formal acceptance of the 
licensee schedule (with sign-off by the PRG TL/BC), constituting the next regulatory footprint in 
the process.  To the extent possible, the NRC may include the IPRT in its decisions, but the 
ultimate approval rests with the NRC. 
 
Resolution and Closure of F&Os, Findings and Suggestions 
 
As per the approved resolution and closure schedule, the licensee submits all necessary 
documentation to justify its resolution and closure of F&Os, Findings and Suggestions at each 
yearly interval.  The NRC will review this and document its acceptance of the licensee conclusions 
within three months of receipt of the material, or issue requests for additional information (RAIs) 
if it disagrees with a licensee conclusion.10  This will be documented formally by a letter to the 
licensee, signed by the PRG TL/BC, which becomes part of the docketed peer review package, 
thereby constituting the next regulatory footprint in the enhanced process.  If this is the one-year 
submittal by the licensee, any RAIs must be resolved and closed by the next year’s submittal.  If 
this is the second- (or third-, in rare cases) submittal by the licensee, the NRC shall establish a 
resolution and closure schedule with the licensee.  The extent to which the IPRT may be consulted 
during this phase is assumed to be limited, although the NRC retains the option to do so at its 
discretion.  However, ultimate responsibility for approval of resolution and closure of all F&Os, 
Findings and Suggestions from the peer review remains with the NRC. 
 
At the conclusion of this final stage, the entire peer review process from “cradle” to “grave” will 
have been docketed and constitute a definitive regulatory footprint that should significantly 
“obviate the need” for further investigation of F&Os, Findings and Suggestions in subsequent risk-
informed applications.  Exceptions would be any open item or any closed item whose relevance 
may be different from its closed resolution for a particular application.  For example, for an internal 
events peer review, preliminary screening out of ISLOCA paths based on random valve opening 
                                                
10  As needed, other NRC or NRC contractor experts beyond those involved directly with the peer review 

should be consulted. 
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probabilities that collectively are incredible would likely be fully acceptable.  Any F&O, Finding or 
Suggestion related to this that is closed, however, may need to be reconsidered if, e.g., fire-
induced openings of these same valves could become non-incredible. 
 
Other Resolution and Closure Options 
 
The preferred means to resolve and close F&Os, Findings and Suggestions has been to invite a 
focused-scope peer review after these have been initially resolved and tentatively closed by the 
licensee to “erase” them from the “books.”  While this usually creates some new F&Os, Findings 
and Suggestions, it usually “closes the book” on the previous ones.  Still, the licensee ultimately 
is responsible for resolving and closing all F&Os, Findings and Suggestions that remain even 
after the focused-scope review.  Thus, a definitive regulatory footprint such as advocated above 
does not exist.  Since the preceding proposed enhancements include direct NRC participation in 
focused-scope peer reviews as well, they constitute a definitive regulatory footprint to resolve and 
close all F&Os, Findings and Suggestions.  In this sense, they are considered a significant 
enhancement even to the current use of focused-scope peer reviews. 
 
Not directly related to resolving and closing F&Os, Findings and Suggestions, but still similar 
enough to warrant mention, is the “gap assessment” performed usually by the licensee itself when 
a new version of the PRA Standard (subject to the latest clarifications and qualifications by RG 
1.200) is issued.  Consisting of re-evaluating the PRA and previous resolved and closed items 
relative to changed SRs, the licensee usually conducts this assessment on its own, retaining 
documentation that the NRC, or an IPRT, can request during a risk-informed submittal or follow-
on peer review, respectively.  As an addendum to the enhanced process being proposed, 
whenever a new version of the PRA Standard is issued (with the latest version of RG 1.200 when 
available), the licensees should submit to the NRC a commitment to complete a “gap assessment” 
or peer review within a year of the revision.  At the end of that period, the licensee would submit 
a report on the assessment, documenting any resolutions and closures deemed necessary and, 
if more time is needed, requesting up to an additional year to complete full resolution and closure.  
The NRC PRG would review this and issue a letter, signed by the PRG TL/BC, accepting the 
licensee conclusions and/or continued schedule, with RAIs for any items with which it disagrees 
with the licensee conclusions. 11  For the latter, resolution and closure would need to be completed 
by the final submittal one-year later, and any items still deemed unresolved or open would be 
scheduled for resolution and closure on a timetable agreeable to both the NRC and licensee.  As 
with full- and focused-scope peer reviews, the final submittal by the licensee and a formal letter 
from the NRC, signed by the PRG TL/BC would be docketed and constitute the regulatory footprint 
for a “gap assessment.” 
 
NRC “Observers” 
 
The use of NRC “advisors” does not preclude participation by NRC “observers,” usually for 
learning purposes.  However, the total number of NRC advisors and observers should not exceed 

                                                
11  As needed, other NRC or NRC contractor experts beyond the PRG should be consulted. 
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four for a full-scope peer review or three for a focused-scope review.  If there are only two NRC 
advisors on a full-scope review, or just one on a focused-scope review, then up to two observers 
could attend.  Otherwise the limit would be one.  Unlike advisors, NRC observers take no part in 
the direct deliberations during the onsite review or have any role during subsequent activities.  
While at the onsite review, they do not interact with the licensee, or even the IPRT, unless the 
IPRT Leader so assigns one “liaison” from the IPRT to interact with the observer.  Absent this, 
the observer interacts only through the NRC advisors, although (s)he is allowed to listen to 
licensee presentations, questions and answers and selected deliberations between the IPRT and 
NRC advisors, with the mutual consensus of both. 
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June 6, 2017 
 
 
MEMORANDUM TO:  James Trapp, Panel Chairperson 
  Region I 
 

Dennis Andrukat, Panel Member 
Office of New Reactors 
 
David Loveless, Panel Member 
Region IV 

 
FROM:    Renée M. Pedersen   /RA/ 
    Sr. Differing Professional Views Program Manager 

Office of Enforcement 
 
THRU:    Patricia K. Holahan, Director   /RA/ 

Office of Enforcement 
 
SUBJECT: AD HOC REVIEW PANEL - DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL 

OPINION ON NEI GUIDANCE ON CLOSING OUT PRA PEER 
REVIEW FACTS AND OBSERVATIONS (DPO-2017-004) 

 
 
In accordance with Management Directive (MD) 10.159, “The NRC Differing Professional 
Opinion Program;” and in my capacity as the Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) Program 
Manager; and in coordination with Patricia Holahan, Director, Office of Enforcement; Bill Dean, 
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; and the DPO submitter; you are being appointed 
as members of a DPO Ad Hoc Review Panel (DPO Panel) to review a DPO submitted by an 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) employee.   
 
The DPO (Enclosure 1) involves the agency’s endorsement of NEI guidance on closing out PRA 
peer review facts and observations.  The DPO has been forwarded to Mr. Dean for 
consideration and issuance of a DPO Decision. 
 
 
CONTACTS: Renée Pedersen, OE  
 (301) 287-9426 
 
 Gladys Figueroa-Toledo, OE 
 (301) 287-9497 
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The DPO Panel has a critical role in the success of the DPO Program.  Your responsibilities for 
conducting the independent review and documenting your conclusions in a report are 
addressed in the handbook for MD 10.159 in Section II.F and Section II.G, respectively.  
The DPO Web site also includes helpful information, including interactive flow charts, frequently 
asked questions, and closed DPO cases, including previous DPO Panel reports.  We will also 
be sending you additional information that should help you implement the DPO process.   
 
Because this process is not routine, we will be meeting and communicating with all parties 
during the process to ensure that everyone understands the process, goals, and responsibilities. 
Disposition of this DPO should be considered an important and time sensitive activity.  The 
timeliness goal for issuing a DPO Decision is 120 calendar days from the day the DPO is 
accepted for review.  In this case, the DPO was accepted for review on May 17, 2017, and 
therefore, the timeliness goal for issuing this DPO Decision is September 14, 2017. 
 
Process Milestones and Timeliness Goals for this DPO are included as Enclosure 2.  The 
timeframes for completing process milestones are identified strictly as goals—a way of working 
towards reaching the DPO timeliness goal of 120 calendar days.  The timeliness goal identified 
for your DPO task is 75 calendar days. 
 
Although timeliness is an important DPO Program objective, the DPO Program also sets out to 
ensure that issues receive a thorough and independent review.  The overall timeliness goal 
should be based on the significance and complexity of the issues and the priority of other 
agency work.  Therefore, if you determine that your activity will result in the need for an 
extension beyond the overall 120-day timeliness goal, please send an e-mail to Mr. Dean with a 
copy to DPOPM.Resource@nrc.gov and include the reason for the extension request and a 
proposed completion date for your work and a proposed timeliness goal for issuance of a DPO 
Decision.  Mr. Dean is responsible for subsequently forwarding the request for a new DPO 
timeliness goal to the EDO for approval. 
 
An important aspect of our organizational culture includes maintaining an environment that 
encourages, supports, and respects differing views.  As such, you should exercise discretion 
and treat this matter appropriately.  Documents should be distributed on an as-needed basis.  In 
an effort to preserve privacy, minimize the effect on the work unit, and keep the focus on the 
issues, you should simply refer to the employee as the DPO submitter.   
 
Avoid conversations that could be perceived as “hallway talk” on the issue and refrain from 
behaviors that could be perceived as retaliatory or chilling to the DPO submitter or that could 
potentially create a chilled environment for others.  It is appropriate for employees to discuss the 
details of the DPO with their co-workers as part of the evaluation; however, as with other 
predecisional processes, employees should not discuss details of the DPO outside the agency.   
 
If you have observed inappropriate behaviors, heard allegations of retaliation, or receive outside 
inquiries or requests for information, please notify me. 
 
If you observe or hear about inappropriate behaviors that could be harassing conduct or 
retaliation, please notify me or contact one of the resources listed Section X, “Reprisal,” of the 
handbook for the DPO MD. 
 
 

http://www.internal.nrc.gov/policy/directives/catalog/md10.159.pdf#H-II.F
http://www.internal.nrc.gov/policy/directives/catalog/md10.159.pdf#H-II.G
http://www.internal.nrc.gov/OE/DPO/
mailto:DPOPM.Resource@nrc.gov
http://www.internal.nrc.gov/policy/directives/catalog/md10.159.pdf#H-X
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On an administrative note, please ensure that all DPO-related activities are charged to 
Activity Code ZG0007. 
 
We appreciate your willingness to serve and your dedication to completing a thorough and 
objective review of these DPOs.  Successful resolution of the issues is important for NRC and 
its stakeholders.  If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me or 
Gladys.   
 
We look forward to receiving your independent review results and recommendations. 
 
Enclosures:  
1.  DPO-2017-004 
2.  Milestones and Timeliness Goals  
 
cc:  
 B. Dean, NRR 
 B. McDermott, NRR 
 R. Gallucci, NRR 
 T. Wertz, NRR 
 S. Rosenberg, NRR 
 D. Lew, RI 
 A. Dias, NRO 
 H. Gepford, RIV 
 P. Holahan, OE 
 G. Figueroa-Toledo, OE 
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SUBJECT: AD HOC REVIEW PANEL - DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION ON NEI 

GUIDANCE ON CLOSING OUT PRA PEER REVIEW FACTS AND 
OBSERVATIONS (DPO-2017-004) 

 
DATE: 6/6/2017 
 
 
 
 
Non-Public 
ADAMS Package: ML17156A843 
MEMO: ML17156A844 
Enclosure 1 – ML17138A068 
Enclosure 2 – ML17156A846                  OE-011 
OFFICE OE: DPO/PM OE: D 
NAME RPedersen PHolahan 
DATE 6/6/2017 6/6/2017 
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UNITED STATES

N UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION III

Z4I WARRENVILLE RD STE 210
LISLE lL 605:124:152

September 8,2017

MEMORANDUM TO; Brian Holian
Acting Office Director NRR

FROM: Jim Trapp, DPO Panel Chair
David Loveless, DPO Panel

SUBJECT

Tony Nakanishi, DPO Panel Member

DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION PANEL REPORT ON NEI
GUIDANCE ON CLOSING OUT PRA PEER REVIEW FACTS AND
oBSERVATTONS (DPO-201 7 -004)

ln a memorandum dated June 7, 2017, we were appointed as members of a Differing
Professional Opinion (DPO) Ad Hoc Review Panel (DPO Panel) to review a DPO regarding NEI
guidance on closing out Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) peer review facts and
observations (F&O). The DPO Panel has reviewed the DPO in accordance with the guidance in

Management Directive 10.159, "The NRC Ditfering Professional Opinion Program," The DPO
Panel Report is enclosed for your consideration,

The results of the DPO Panel's evaluation of the concerns raised in the DPO are detailed in the
enclosed DPO Panel Report. Based on our review of concerns raised in the DPO, the DPO
Panel made the following conclusions: 1) the lndependent Assessment (lA) Process developed
in conjunction with NEI and endorsed by the NRC provides acceptable guidance for closure of
F&O's; 2) the guidance also provides an acceptable standard to ensure independence of F&O
closure team membership; and (3) while ultimately all differing views were considered in the
decision process, several staff members shared that the collaboration and openness at various
periods during the guidance development could have been improved to be consistent with
NRC's expectations for inclusion and openness. The panel has three recommendations: (1) to
continue to conduct frequent audits of the F&O process to verify that F&O closure continues to
be conducted in a high quality manner consistent with the expectations of the established
guidance; (2) continue to work with industry to reach a common understand on what constitutes
a PRA upgrade; and (3) to consider provide clarifying guidance to the level of review expected
for a peer-reviewed PRA where the F&O's have been closed under the lndependent Review
Process. The audits conducted to date, while reaching overall conclusions that the F&O closure
process is sound, have identified

CONTACT: James M. Trapp, Acting Deputy RegionalAdministrator, Region lll
(630) 82e-e654
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some areas for improvement. Most significantly, these audits noted the need to clearly
document a basis for the conclusion that closed F&O's did not involve a PRA upgrade or new
methodology.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the enclosed report.
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lntroduction

The Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) stating an objection to the NRC's endorsement of the
lndependent Assessment (lA) Process for industry closure of peer review findings was submitted
on May 15,2017. The DPO Panel was established on June 7,2017, to evaluate this concern.
The DPO Panelwas tasked with evaluating the concerns and providing a recommendation to
the NRR Office Director. The DPO Panel met with the submitter on July 5,2017, to establish a
concise statement of the submitter's concerns. On August 3,2017, the submitter approved the
statement of concerns. The DPO Panel performed its review by conducting interviews with the
DPO submitter and current and former members of the NRC staff and reviewing relevant NRC
and industry documents,

Summary of lssues (SOl)

1) The submitter believes that (1) the long-established Peer Review Process or (2) his
proposed alternative for NRC closing out F&O/F|ndings was superior to the new closure
method using an lndustry lndependent Assessment and that the NRC should not have
approved the lndependent Assessment Process for closing out F&O/Findings. The
submitter believes that the independent assessment is, at best, only a limited version of
the current peer review process that will not provide as comprehensive of a review of the
licensee F&O/Findings as would either the current peer review process or the proposed
NRC close-out, He also believes that it will greatly restrict, if not altogether eliminate,
NRC's ability to review the close-out results, unless through an audit. ln the submitter's
opinion, if the NRC truly feels the need to develop an alternative.to the current peer
review process (which has been completely adequate since the inception of
risk-informed regulation), it should develop a team that can provide true independence to
close out F&O/Findings as proposed in 2) below.

2) The submitter questions the guidance on independence given the aggregation of
licensees and contractors into larger organizations such that the industry can no longer
staff a truly independent review team without ever-increasing difficulty. His concern
states that direct NRC involvement in the process has become the only true means to
ensure independence,

3) The submitter believes that his recommendation for closing F&Os was not appropriately
considered. He believes had it received due consideration, it would have been selected
as the approved methodology for closing F&Os. Furthermore, he does not believe that
his proposed process was correctly reviewed or considered in a timely manner by NRC
management or the working group. He states that despite being asked for his input at
the inception of the effort and his expert experience in peer reviews and F&O/Findings
close-out from both his previous industry and current NRC employment, he was ignored
by the then Working Group Chair (including exclusion from the Working Group). As a
result, his proposed NRC close-out process was never even circulated among the
Working Group members, let alone internally within NRC (other than by his own efforts
with the Risk Management Team) or externally to stakeholders, until, after a change in

Working Group Chair, it was finally shared over two years after the start. By then, the
development of the lndustry lndependent Assessment was nearly complete and awaiting
endorsement, having undergone pilot studies and several iterations between NRC and
industry, precluding an equal opportunity for his proposalto be considered.
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Evaluation

Acceptability of the lndependent Review Process

The DPO panel ("panel") reviewed whether the lA Process developed by NEI and endorsed by
the NRC provides acceptable guidance for closure of F&O's. Specifically, the submitter believes
that the long-established peer review process or his proposed alternative (NRC close out) is
superior to the lA process for closing out F&Os and that the NRC should not have approved the
lA process for closing out F&Os.

The panel reviewed the NEI guidance (M1170864451) and the associated staff expectations
document (ML17121A271), and also interviewed cognizant individuals to determine if the
guidance is adequate to close out certain types of F&Os. The panel interviewed individuals that
were closely involved in the review of the industry-developed lA process as well as those
individuals that observed industry pilot implementations of the process. The panel was able to
obtain a range of views regarding the acceptability of the lA process including feedback on the
pilot implementations of the lA process.

The NRC review of risk-informed licensing actions relies, in part, on the industry peer review
process to ensure an acceptable level of technical adequacy of the PRA supporting the
application. F&Os generated by the peer review team that remain open are included in the
licensing submittal for staff review. Some past applications included 100 or more pages of
F&Os and resulted in many RAls, ln some cases where the licensee submits multiple licensing
actions, the licensee may need to develop separate RAI responses related to the same F&O.
With the volume of risk-informed applications on the rise, there is an increased need for the F&O

closure process to be both effective and efficient. The industry developed and NRC endorsed
the lA process to address this need.

Prior to the lA process, the accepted practice for closing out F&O's was to conduct another peer
review, The primary ditference between the lA process and the peer review process appears to
be on the scope of review and how new issues are tracked and followed up. The lA process,
whose specific objective is to close out F&Os that are appropriate to do so, is designed to limit
its review ócope to the F&Os and associated Supporting Requirements (SRs) requested for
close out by the host utility. The peer review on the other hand provides a broader review that
includes the review of all parts of the PRA related to the F&Os being closed. ln addition, since
the specific objective to the lA process is to close out F&Os that are appropriate to do so, it is
designed not to issue additional F&Os. The peer review on the other hand results in additional
F&Os as appropriate to document deficiencies.

Since the specific purpose of the lA process is to address the open F&Os, applying a more
focused scope of review seems appropriate. Since the intent of the peer review is to establish
the technical adequacy of entire PRA technical elements, the review scope is naturally more
comprehensive. However, while the lA review scope is more focused, the guidance
appropriately recommends the review of all impacted PRA standard supporting requirements.

The panel also finds that the lA process allows for an efficient close out of F&Os related to
relatively simple PRA changes. Compared to the NRC staff review of the F&Os, the lA process
provides the review team access to the PRA model and utilizes a larger number of individuals
with more current PRA experience. This impr:oves the effectiveness and efficiency of closing out
a large number of F&Os that are closeable under the process. Close out of F&Os related to
more complex or significant PRA changes (e.9., new methods) will continue to require peer

reviews.
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An opportunity for a deficiency to go undetected exists under the lA process or the peer review
process, The panel believes that irrespective of the process used, the effectiveness of the F&O

closure critically depends on the quality and independence of the review team. lndividuals who
observed the pilot closeouts commented that they were generally satisfied with the lA team
performance and the extent to which the technical review was conducted. However, the
interviews also noted some challenging aspects of the process. ln one instance, a team
member did not appear to be engaged in the lA team discussions and in another instance, the
member was not prepared to discuss his F&O closure review. Contribution of remote
participants appeared to be particularly challenging. Since inherent variability in the quality of
the review team would appear to exist, the panel finds that continued staff oversight of the
industry implementation to be important.

The panel considered other potential pitfalls associated with the lA process. The panel notes
that the lA process appropriately limits closure of F&Os to those related to PRA maintenance.
However, a potential implementation issue exists with regard to proper dispositioning of F&Os
related to PRA upgrades. One interview suggested that in every pilot observed, there was at

least one PRA upgrade which the lA process was being applied to. Another interviewee noted

that the deliberation process by the lA team did not explicitly include the discussion of F&Os
related to PRA maintenance versus PRA upgrade. The panel believes that the staff should
continue to monitor the industry implementation to ensure that the lA process is not used to
close out F&Os relating to PRA upgrades.

Regarding identification of new issues, the staff expectations document (ML17121A271) states
the following:

"ln the course of the independent assessment, the team may discover a new deficiency.
While this new deficiency may not be classified as an F&O, these deficiencies are
documented in the final report by the independent assessment team."

While new F&Os are not generated for deficiencies identified during an lA, the panel finds that
there are adequate provisions in the guidance to ensure new issues are tracked and followed
up. However, while the guidance is appropriate, the panel finds that statf should continue to
monitor for new PRA technical adequacy issues being identified as a part of the lA process.

Some of the PRA staff interviewed expressed a concern that after an F&O is closed there would
be a prohibition to requesting any information regarding the basis for closure during a license
amendment request review. This concern is supported by the Appendix X statement that "These

closed F&Os are no longer relevant and need not be addressed in risk-informed applications of
the PRA," lt was the view of some of the statf interviewed that the NRC should more clearly
define the circumstances where access to information regarding closed F&Os would be relevant
and necessary to perform a detailed review of a risk-informed application. A view was shared
when the majority of F&Os are closed, the information provided to the NRC regarding PRA
quality for the review of applications would be very limited,

Based on the foregoing discussions, the panel concludes that the lA Process developed by NEI

and endorsed by the NRC provides acceptable guidance for closure of F&O's related to PRA
maintenance (as opposed to PRA upgrade). The panel concluded that the staff should continue
to observe lA closeouts to provide the appropriate regulatory footprint and to ensure the process

is implemented consistent with the guidance.
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Acc-eptability of the lndependence of the lndustry Review Process Members

The DPO panel reviewed the concern that industry consolidation has made it more challenging
to achieve independent team members and that the NRC may become the only truly
independent reviewer of PRAs,

The independent review team membership required by Appendix X is consistent with the
ASME/ANS PRA Standard. The identical requirements would apply to staffing peer review
teams as apply to independent review teams. Additional clarifications of the standard related to
team independence were provided to the industry in two staff expectation memorandums and
these expectations were also discussed with the industry during public meetings, lt is intended
that these clarifications will be incorporated into the next revision of the Regulatory Guide
endorsing the PRA standard. The panel noted that the NRC's audit teams were observing some
minor questions regarding independence of industry reviewers, but none of these observations
rose to the level of questioning the veracity of the reviews being conducted. Therefore, the
panel determined the guidance and implementation of team member independence was
acceptable.

The team acknowledges the fact that as the industry contracts and consolidates that it will
become more challenging to identify truly independent reviewers. While it does not appear to be
a significant issue with the independent reviews observed to date, it is an issue that will require
future vigilance during recommended NRC audits.

The team concluded that the guidance provided regarding independent review team composition
was consistent with endorsed standard and appropriate to preclude conflicts of interest.

Consideration of Alternate Views of lndependent Review Process

The DPO panel reviewed whether all views were heard on this issue with the focus on whether a

superior solution for resolution of F&O's was not given adequate consideration; therefore, the
decision to approve the industries proposed closure process may have been myopically focused
and not an optimal solution, Specifically, the submitter believes his proposalto have an NRC
team provide closure of all F&Os would be a more appropriate methodology.

By discussions with management and staff directly involved in the development of the F&O
closure process, the DPO panel concluded that many options were considered including having
the NRC close all F&Os, ln fact, NRC closure of F&Os is currently one of the three acceptable
options provided in Appendix X for closing F&Os, The submitter was also given the opportunity
to provide his views, albeit late in the process development, to both senior level NRC and
industry management during a Risk lnformed Steering Committee Meeting. The panel
determined that the submitters views were widely known by the decision makers at the time, but
his views were not selected for other technical and efficiency reasons,

A clear advantage of NRC closure would provide additional level of independence to the
process. However, this option would require a signiflcant commitment of NRC resources. Some
staff interviewed who have participated in the NRC oversight audits of the closure process
shared that they believed the industry representative had specific expertise and availability to
information that would make it difficult for the NRC to match industry's quality of closure, lt
appears that NRC decision makers were cognizant of various options for F&O closure and
purposely selected the independent assessment as a viable acceptable process.
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Several individuals interviewed shared that the decision making process used in evaluating the
industry's proposals for F&O closure was not always open and transparent. Specifically, some
members of the staff felt that they were discouraged to express their views and participating in

NRC/industry meetings. Many also stated that after reaching an understanding with industry
during both steering committee and working group meetings, the agreed upon process for F&O

closure was significantly altered by the industry midway thru the deliberations without soliciting
NRC input. This change caused a disruption in the collaborative nature of the working group's

activities,

The panel concluded that the option championed by the DPO submitter to have the NRC close
all F&Os was considered as part of the overall decision making, The decision maker's choice to
include the independent review process as an accepted means for F&O closure was based
largely on the view that it provided a technically acceptable and etficient way to close F&O's.
The panel noted that several staff members shared a view that the collaboration and openness
at various times during the guidance development process was not consistent with NRC's
expected standards for inclusion and openness.

Conclusions

The DPO Panel concludes that: (1) the independent review process is an acceptable method
for closure of F&Os; (2) that the independence of team members implementing the process was
appropriate for the task; and (3) that various methods for F&O closure, including by an
independent NRC review team, where considered.

Recommendations

1. The panel recommends that appropriate resources are applied to conducting audits of
the independent F&O closure process until a time when the NRC has established
adequate confidence in the process implementation;

2. The NRC/industry should reach agreement on what F&O closures constitute a PRA
upgrade or new method that would require a focused peer review, The expectation that
documentation of why closed F&Os did not require an upgrade or new method needs to
be highlighted to the industry; and

3. Management should consider providing clarifying guidance to the level of review
expecied for a peer-reviewed PRAs wñere tnê faÔ's have been closed under tñe
lndependent Review Process.

Appendices/Enclosu res - None
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

 
 

November 3, 2017 
 
 
MEMORANDUM TO:  Raymond H. Gallucci, Senior Reliability and Risk Analyst 
    Division of Risk Assessment 
    Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
 
FROM:    Brian E. Holian, Acting Director  /RA/ 
    Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
 
SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION REGARDING NEI 

GUIDANCE ON CLOSING OUT PRA PEER REVIEW FACTS 
AND OBSERVATIONS (DPO-2017-004) 

 
 
On May 15, 2017, in accordance with Management Directive 10.159, “The NRC Differing 
Professional Opinions Program”, you submitted a differing professional opinion (DPO) regarding 
the agency’s endorsement of NEI guidance on closing out PRA peer review facts and 
observations.  Specifically, your DPO raised concerns that the NRC has endorsed a weakened 
version of the process for closing out PRA Peer Review Facts and Observations/Findings, 
thereby yielding much of its responsibility to ensure technical adequacy of industry PRAs.  The 
purpose of this memorandum is to respond to your DPO. 
 
On June 6, 2017, a DPO Ad Hoc Review Panel (the Panel) was established and tasked to meet 
with you, review your DPO submittal, and issue a DPO report, including conclusions and 
recommendations to me regarding the disposition of the issues presented in your DPO.  On July 
5, 2017, you met with the Panel to establish a concise statement of concerns.  On September 8, 
2017, after reviewing the applicable documents, conducting internal interviews of relevant 
individuals and completing their deliberations, the Panel issued their report to me (Enclosure 1). 
 
In order to make a decision with regard to your DPO, I reviewed your DPO submittal, the 
Panel’s report, talked with the Panel Chairman, talked with you, and then re-considered your 
comments to me. 
 
What follows is a summary of the Panel’s findings, recommendations, and my decision. 
 
Statement of Concern 
 
Based on a review of the DPO package, the following concerns were summarized by the Panel 
as your concerns: 
 
 
 
CONTACT:  Trent L. Wertz, NRR 

         301-415-1568 
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1. The submitter believes that (1) the long-established Peer Review Process or (2) his 
proposed alternative for NRC closing out F&O/Findings was superior to the new 
closure method using an lndustry lndependent Assessment and that the NRC should 
not have approved the lndependent Assessment Process for closing out 
F&O/Findings.  The submitter believes that the independent assessment is, at best, 
only a limited version of the current peer review process that will not provide as 
comprehensive of a review of the licensee F&O/Findings as would either the current 
peer review process or this proposed NRC close-out process.  He also believes that 
it will greatly restrict, if not altogether eliminate, NRC's ability to review the close-out 
results, unless through an audit.  ln the submitter's opinion, if the NRC truly feels the 
need to develop an alternative to the current peer review process (which has been 
completely adequate since the inception of risk-informed regulation), it should 
develop a team that can provide true independence to close out F&O/Findings as 
proposed in Concern 2 below. 
 

2. The submitter questions the guidance on independence given the aggregation of 
licensees and contractors into larger organizations such that the industry can no 
longer staff a truly independent review team without ever-increasing difficulty.  His 
concern states that direct NRC involvement in the process has become the only true 
means to ensure independence. 

 
3. The submitter believes that his recommendation for closing F&Os was not 

appropriately considered.  He believes had it received due consideration, it would 
have been selected as the approved methodology for closing F&Os.  Furthermore, 
he does not believe that his proposed process was correctly reviewed or considered 
in a timely manner by NRC management or the working group.  He states that 
despite being asked for his input at the inception of the effort and his expert 
experience in peer reviews and F&O/Findings close-out from both his previous 
industry and current NRC employment, he was ignored by the then Working Group 
Chair (including exclusion from the Working Group).  As a result, his proposed NRC 
close-out process was never even circulated among the Working Group members, 
let alone internally within NRC (other than by his own efforts with the Risk 
Management Team) or externally to stakeholders, until, after a change in Working 
Group Chair, it was finally shared over two years after the start.  By then, the 
development of the lndustry lndependent Assessment was nearly complete and 
awaiting endorsement, having undergone pilot studies and several iterations 
between NRC and industry, precluding an equal opportunity for his proposal to be 
considered. 

 
DPO Panel Review 
 
The Panel concluded the following:  
 

1. The independent review process is an acceptable method for closure of F&Os. 
 

2. The independence of team members implementing the process was appropriate 
for the task. 
 

3. Various methods for F&O closure, including by an independent NRC review team, 
were considered. 
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Based on these conclusions, the Panel made the following recommendations: 
 

1. Appropriate resources are applied to conducting audits of the independent F&O 
closure process until a time when the NRC has established adequate confidence in 
the process implementation. 
 

2. The NRC/industry should reach agreement on what F&O closures constitute a 
PRA upgrade or new method that would require a focused peer review, the 
expectation that documentation of why closed F&Os did not require an upgrade or 
new method needs to be highlighted to the industry. 

 
3. Management should consider providing clarifying guidance to the level of NRC 

staff review expected for a peer-reviewed PRAs where the F&O's have been 
closed under the lndependent Review Process. 
 

Director’s Decision 
 
I have reviewed your well-articulated concerns regarding the Industry Independent Assessment 
Process for closing out F&O findings.  I understand your view that the long-established Peer 
Review Process, or your proposed alternative, would be better than the new closure method.  
During our discussion of the issues on October 26, I heard your view that “nothing was broken, 
why change?”   We discussed that an important aspect of being an effective and efficient 
regulator is to be continually learning, which includes modifying processes, where appropriate, 
based on lessons-learned. 
 
After considering all the information, I align with the conclusions provided by the DPO panel.  
The new process is acceptable, and was only implemented after review and piloting.  I also 
align with the recommendations provided by the DPO Panel.  The recommendations align with 
several of your concerns:  ensuring adequate oversight, finalizing NRC positions on what 
constitutes a PRA upgrade or new method, and providing clarifying guidance.  I add a further 
recommendation that aligns with your concern over the independence of industry review 
process members – i.e., for the NRC to continue to assess “independence” of reviews during 
future audits. 
 
In a separate memo I will task the Division of Risk Assessment to carry out the tasks stated in 
the recommendations.  Regarding Recommendation 2, I will clarify that the NRC needs to 
ensure for guidance in this area, and that it does not need to be a compromise position with the 
industry. 
 
A summary of the DPO will be included in the Weekly Information Report (when the case is 
closed) to advise interested employees of the outcome.  The package will be made publicly 
available if this is an action you support. 
 
Thank you again for raising the issues in your DPO.  In my review of the information provided, 
and during our meeting, I recognize the frustration you stated with your view of not being able to 
work through your concerns during the development of the new process.  My review of the 
documentation indicates that the option finalized on will enable staff to complete the tasks of 
F&O closures in an efficient manner.  It is my expectation that the Division of Risk Assessment 
will implement the above recommendations, and assess the ongoing process to ensure it 
continues to be effective. 
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An open and thorough exploration of how we carry out our regulatory processes is essential to 
keeping these programs effective.  Your willingness to raise concerns with your colleagues and 
managers and ensure that your concerns are heard and understood is admirable and vital to 
ensuring a healthy safety culture within the Agency.  
 
 
Enclosure: 
DPO Panel report, dated September 8, 2017 
 
cc: B. McDermott, NRR 

M. Evans, NRR 
A. Boland, OE 
R. Pedersen, OE 
G. Toledo, OE 
J. Giitter, NRR 
R. Felts, NRR 
M. Johnson, OEDO
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November 30, 2017 
  
 
MEMORANDUM TO:  Victor M. McCree 
    Executive Director for Operations 
 
FROM:    Brian E. Holian, Acting Director  /RA/ 
    Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
 
SUBJECT: STATEMENT OF VIEWS REGARDING APPEAL OF DIFFERING 

PROFESSIONAL OPINION CONCERNING DPO-2017-004 
 
 
On May 15, 2017, a differing professional opinion (DPO) regarding the agency’s endorsement of 
the Nuclear Energy Institute guidance on closing out Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) peer 
review facts and observations was submitted in accordance with Management Directive 10.159, 
“The NRC Differing Professional Opinions Program.”  On June 6, 2017, a DPO Ad Hoc Review 
Panel (the Panel) was established and tasked to meet with the submitter, review the DPO 
submittal, and issue a DPO report, including conclusions and recommendations, regarding the 
disposition of the issues presented in the DPO. 
 
On September 8, 2017, after reviewing the applicable documents, completing internal interviews 
of relevant individuals, and completing their deliberations, the Panel issued their report to me.  
On November 3, 2017, I issued a closeout memorandum to the submitter documenting my 
decision regarding the DPO.  On November 21, 2017, the submitter submitted an appeal to you 
regarding the DPO and my decision.  This memorandum is to provide you with my views 
regarding statements in the appeal. 
 
In the appeal, the submitter continues to believe that (1) the long-established Peer Review 
Process or (2) his proposed alternative for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
closing out Facts and Observations (F&O)/Findings was superior to the new closure method 
using an Industry Independent Assessment and that the NRC should not have approved the 
Independent Assessment Process for closing out F&O/Findings.  The submitter believes that 
the independent assessment is, at best, only a limited version of the current peer review 
process that will not provide as comprehensive of a review of the licensee F&O/Findings as 
would either the current peer review process or this proposed NRC close-out process.  He also 
believes that it will greatly restrict, if not altogether eliminate, NRC's ability to review the close-
out results, unless through an audit.  In my interview with the submitter, we discussed that an 
important aspect of being an effective and efficient regulator is to be continually learning, which 
includes modifying processes, where appropriate, based on lessons-learned.  I believe the new 
process is acceptable and was only implemented after review and piloting. 
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In the appeal, the submitter also questions the guidance on independence given the 
aggregation of licensees and contractors into larger organizations such that the industry can no 
longer staff a truly independent review team without ever-increasing difficulty.  His concern 
states that direct NRC involvement in the process has become the only true means to ensure 
independence.  I believe the NRC should clarify what F&O closures constitute a PRA upgrade 
or a new method that requires a focused peer review.  I also believe the NRC should highlight to 
industry the expectation that documentation of why closed F&Os did not require an upgrade or 
new method is important.  I have tasked the Division of Risk Assessment with these two actions.  
This addresses many of the submitter’s concerns, including ensuring adequate oversight, 
finalizing NRC positions on what constitutes a PRA upgrade or new method, and providing 
clarifying guidance. 
 
Lastly, the submitter believes that his recommendation for closing F&Os was not appropriately 
considered.  He believes had it received due consideration, it would have been selected as the 
approved methodology for closing F&Os.  Furthermore, he does not believe that his proposed 
process was correctly reviewed or considered in a timely manner by NRC management or the 
working group.  I recognize the frustration he stated of not being able to work through his 
concerns during the development of the new process.  My review of the documentation 
indicates that the option finalized on will enable staff to complete the tasks of F&O closures in 
an efficient manner. 
 
 
cc: M. Johnson, OEDO 
 R. Pedersen, OE
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February 27, 2018 
 
 
 
      
 
MEMORANDUM TO: Raymond HV Gallucci 
 Senior Risk and Reliability Analyst  
 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
 
FROM: Victor M. McCree  /RA/ 
 Executive Director for Operations 
 
SUBJECT: DECISION ON DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION APPEAL 

CONCERNING U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
ENDORSEMENT OF INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT PROCESS  

 FOR INDUSTRY CLOSURE OF PEER REVIEW FINDINGS 
(DPO-2017-004)  

 
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide my decision on your appeal submitted on  
the subject differing professional opinion (DPO).  The DPO program is addressed in 
Management Directive 10.159, “The NRC Differing Professional Opinions Program.”  Your  
DPO on May 11, 2017, involved the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
management’s decision to endorse an industry independent assessment process for closure  
of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) Facts and Observations (F&O)/Findings.  You were 
concerned that the proposed independent assessment process was inferior to the long-
established peer review process and the process that you had proposed for NRC to close  
out F&O/Findings.  You were also concerned about the level of independence that could be 
provided by industry reviewers given the aggregation of licensees and contractors into larger 
organizations.  You also expressed concern that your recommendation for closing F&O/Findings 
was not appropriately considered.  
 
On June 6, 2017, the NRC DPO Program Manager tasked an ad-hoc panel to review your DPO.  
The ad-hoc review panel issued a detailed report on September 8, 2017.  The panel concluded 
that:  (1) the independent review process is an acceptable method for closure of F&Os; (2) that 
the independence of team members implementing the process was appropriate for the task; and 
that (3) various methods for F&O closure, including by an independent NRC review team, were 
considered.  The panel also made the following recommendations:   
 

1. Appropriate resources are applied to conducting audits of the independent F&O 
closure process until a time when the NRC has established adequate confidence in 
the process implementation. 

 
2. The NRC/industry should reach agreement on what F&O closures constitute a PRA 

upgrade or new method that would require a focused peer review, the expectation 
that documentation of why closed F&Os did not require an upgrade or new method 
needs to be highlighted to the industry. 

 
3. Management should consider providing clarifying guidance to the level of NRC 

staff review expected for a peer-reviewed PRAs where the F&O's have been 
closed under the lndependent Review Process. 
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On November 3, 2017, the Acting Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), issued 
his decision on your DPO.  In his decision memorandum to you he discussed the ad-hoc DPO 
Panel’s conclusions and recommendations.  His decision aligned with the findings and 
recommendation of the ad-hoc review panel.  The Acting Director, NRR, also discussed the 
importance of continual learning and that the willingness to modify processes, where 
appropriate based on lessons-learned, is essential to being an effective regulator. 
 
On November 13, 2017, you appealed the Acting Director’s, NRR, decision to me.  Your appeal 
identifies the same concerns addressed in your original DPO, and focuses on the findings of the 
ad-hoc panel and the associated Director’s decision.  The appeal raises the following 
assertions:  (1) because nothing was broken – nothing needed to be fixed.  NRC has relaxed its 
technical responsibility to accommodate industry; (2) the panel missed the basic premise of the 
DPO, namely a comparison of the Independent Assessment (IA) process against the currently 
accepted practice of using focus scope peer reviews as the proper means to close out 
F&Os/Findings; (3) the panel finding on independent reviewers fails to recognize the extent to 
which consolidation of the industry and its contractors into a few overarching entities has 
already compromised the independence for peer review and IAs; (4) the panel finding that you 
were given the opportunity to present your views overlooks that your proposal was not aired to 
the Risk-Informed Steering Committees (RISC) other than internally and that important details of 
your proposal were not conveyed to decision makers. 
 
In a November 30, 2017, statement of views regarding your DPO Appeal, the Acting Director, 
NRR, concluded that the IA process is acceptable and was only implemented after a thorough 
review and piloting.  In addition, the Acting Director, NRR, directed staff to clarify what F&O 
closures constitute an upgrade requiring a focused peer review, and to document why a closed 
F&O did not require an upgrade or new method.  Finally, the Acting Director, NRR, concluded 
that the industry IA process enables staff to complete the tasks of F&O closures in a more 
efficient manner.   
 
EXECUTVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS REVIEW AND DECISION 
 
In reviewing this appeal, I considered the DPO-related documents discussed above, as well as 
NRC guidance and other documents related to DPO quality, including: 
 
1. "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methods in Nuclear Regulatory Applications; 

Final Policy Statement," dated August 16, 1995 (66 Federal Register 42622) 
 

2. ASME RA-S--2002, "Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power 
Plant Applications," dated April 5, 2002. 

 
3. RG 1.200, "An Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk 

Assessment Results for Risk-Informed Activities," Revision 2, dated March 2009 
(Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. 
ML090410014.) 

 
4. RG 1.174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Risk-Informed 

Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis," Revision 2, dated May 
2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML100910006). 
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5. DG-1285 (draft Revision 3 to RG 1.174),"An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing 
Basis," dated May 2012 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12012A006). 
 

6. SRP Section 19.1, "Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment for Risk-Informed License Amendment Requests after Initial Fuel Load," 
dated September 2012 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12193A107) 

 
7. NEI 05-04, Rev. 2, “Process for Performing Internal Events PRA Peer Reviews using 

the ASME/ANS PRA Standard,” dated November, 2008. 
 

8. Letter from V. Anderson (NEI) to S. Rosenberg, “Final Revision X to NEI 05-04/07-
12/12-16, Close-Out of Facts and Observations (F&Os),” dated February 21, 2017 
(ADAMS Accession No. ML17086A431). 

 
9. Letter from J. Giitter and M.J. Ross-Lee to G. Krueger, NEI, “U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission Acceptance on Nuclear Energy Institute Appendix X to Guidance 05-04, 
07-12, and 12-13, Close-out of Facts and Observations (F&Os),” dated May 3, 2017 
(ADAMS Accession No. ML17079A427). 

 
10. Memorandum from Risk Informed Steering Committee to S. Rosenberg, “U.S. Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission Staff Expectations for Industry Facts and Observations 
Independent Assessment Process,” dated May 1, 2017 (ADAMS Accession No. 
ML17121A271) 

 
At my request, an Executive Technical Assistant in the Office of the Executive Director for 
Operations reviewed historical documents; gathered information through meetings with you,  
the DPO Panel, your supervisor, and staff from the Division of Risk Assessment (DRA); and 
provided independent insights that supported my decision-making.  To provide additional 
context for my decision, I met with you on February 1, 2018, the DPO Panel on 
February 1, 2018, and with the Acting Director, NRR, on February 6, 2018.  Thank you for the 
time that you took to discuss your views with me and my staff and, I appreciate the detailed 
information you provided to support your positions.  
 
I also appreciate your willingness to raise your concerns with your colleagues and management 
and for your professionalism.  A questioning attitude and examination of NRC technical 
positions and process approaches are essential in maintaining a healthy NRC regulatory 
program.  I also appreciate the time, documentation, and analyses you offered to support your 
professional opinion on F&O closure.  Your willingness to raise your concerns through the DPO 
process is consistent with the NRC Values, particularly the values of Openness and 
Commitment.  
 
In light of the information I obtained during my review, I have concluded that it is appropriate to 
uphold the Acting Director's, NRR, decision and find the new process for closing F&O/findings 
acceptable.  In your written statements and in our meeting, you raised a question that has not 
been adequately answered on the record.  That question is, why did we do this, or otherwise 
stated, if the F&O closure process wasn’t broken, why did we feel the need to change it?  The 
issue of improving the F&O closure process was raised by the RISC in June of 2014.  The 
problem statement developed for the RISC described the current process as unnecessarily 
burdensome and called for an additional cost effective, robust process for closing out F&Os.  
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The RISC agreed that industry and NRC working groups would collaborate on developing 
proposed solutions. 

Subsequently, the staff approved the industry proposal for using an IA process.  This decision 
was made following a pilot of the process, including an NRC audit of the pilot implementation.  
The audits informed the NRC staff expectations concerning the IA process that were provided to 
industry as conditions for approving the process.  I recognize that your proposed alternative 
solution, which would have provided an additional regulatory “footprint” (verification) in the F&O 
closeout process, was not adopted.  However, given the current environment of declining 
resources, the increased NRC resource expenditure inherent in your process mitigates against 
that approach.  The NRC’s Principles of Good Regulation encourage us to ensure safety and 
security while appropriately balancing the interests of the NRC’s stakeholders.  Among the 
principles is “efficiency”, which reminds us that NRC must establish means to evaluate and 
continually upgrade its regulatory capabilities.  Where several effective alternatives are 
available, the option which minimizes the use of resources should be adopted.  The process 
selected by the RISC and found acceptable by NRC is consistent with the efficiency principle.  

In your appeal you noted that the audits of the pilot IAs identified problems that required 
additional NRC oversight of the industry implementation of the process.  The Acting Director, 
NRR, directed the Director, DRA, to determine if appropriate resources are applied to 
conducting audits of the independent F&O closure process until the NRC has established 
adequate confidence in the industry implementation of the IA process.  This action addresses 
the first recommendation of the DPO Panel. 

The other two recommendations of the panel have also been tasked by the Acting Director, 
NRR, to the Director, DRA, for implementation.  Namely: 

• The NRC/industry should reach agreement on what F&O closures constitute a PRA 
upgrade or new method that would require a focused peer review, the expectation that 
documentation of why closed F&Os did not require an upgrade or new method needs 
to be highlighted to the industry. 
 

• Management should consider providing clarifying guidance to the level of NRC staff 
review expected for a peer-reviewed PRAs where the F&O's have been closed under 
the independent Review Process 

 
With regard to your concern about the degree of independence that can be achieved for IA team 
members due to the consolidation of licensees and PRA support companies, I agree with the 
conclusion of the panel and the Acting Director’s, NRR, decision that, at this time, adequate 
independence exists within IA teams.  That said, I also agree with the panel’s conclusion that 
future NRC attention in this area is warranted, and note that the Acting Director, NRR, has 
directed continued assessment of the independence of reviews during future audits.  I plan to 
task NRR to ensure that such assessment is institutionalized in appropriate office guidance 
documents. 

Finally, you indicated that your alternative recommendation was not provided to the RISC until 
late in the decision process, and thus was not fully considered.  I regret that this occurred, and 
agree with the panel conclusion that this was not consistent with the NRC’s Values of Openness 
and Collaboration.  Therefore, I am directing that the Acting Director, NRR, take action as 
necessary to address the shortcomings identified in the panel’s report and to reinforce the need 
to adhere to the NRC values. 
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In accordance with MD 10.159, a summary of this DPO appeal decision will be included in the 
Weekly Information Report posted on the NRC’s public Web site to advise interested employees 
and members of the public of the outcome.  If you request, the DPO case file will also be 
publicly available, subject to a review consistent with all agency requirements.  The DPO 
Program Manager will contact you separately on this issue. 
 
Thank you again for your attention and dedication to this important matter.  Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you have additional concerns. 
 
 
cc:  B. Holian, NRR 
       A. Boland, OE 
      G. Figueroa Toledo, OE 
      H. Bell, OIG   
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